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Boston Metro Innovations
Segway Car - Personal Urban Mobility

Transportation -- Boston Metro

Tiny footprint
Innovation
Personal electric transportation units designed for urban environments
Description
By taking an already useful and unique technology in the self-balancing gyroscope associated with the
standing Segway, the prototype of the P.U.M.A. (Personal Urban Mobility & Accessibility) is combining
clean, emission free electric power with a sit-down, driving vehicle. PUMA's small size and
maneuverability means it can fit into any parking space as well as cause less over-all driving
congestion. If mass-produced, the P.U.M.A. could become a cost effective way that any city could
change the layout of its cityscape.
The P.U.M.A will have a comparable physical footprint of a motorcycle (about 300 lbs) with a zero
turning radius and top speed of 35 mph.
The lithium-ion battery will carry the P.U.M.A. for 35 miles after a 5-8 hour charge.
Vist the site »

Contact Information
Segway Inc.
14 Technology Drive
Bedford, NH 03110
www.segway.com/puma
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MIT's Folding, Stackable Concept Car

Transportation -- Boston Metro

Integrating shared personal vehicles into public transit
Innovation
Concept car combines bicycle sharing and foldable sporty vehicle
Description
As part of the Smart Cities Project at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), researchers
propose a stackable, foldable Concept Car designed to revolutionize urban transportation networks and
improve transportation efficiency. The two-passenger car--still on the drawing board--can be stacked
at key points of convergence throughout a city, near subway and bus lines, for example, allowing
commuters the flexibility to combine public transportation with personal mobility. The electronically
charged cars would be similar to luggage carts at an airport and to innovative bicycle sharing programs
common in European cities. Users simply occupy the first car in the stack, and return it to any other
stack throughout the city. Designed not as a substitute for but complement to personal vehicles and
other forms of transport, the Concept Car will, it is hoped by its MIT innovators, promote a more
"socially responsible and effective means of urban transport."
Vist the site »

Contact Information
Smart Cities Group
The Media Laboratory
Building E15
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139-4307
http://cities.media.mit.edu
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Zipcar - Car Sharing

Transportation -- Boston Metro

Intelligent car sharing
Innovation
Providing a convenient alternative to car ownership through car sharing
Description
Zipcar is a membership-based program providing convenient access to on-demand automobile
transportation. Founded in Boston in 1999, it is fast becoming a national brand. Zipcars are available
at designated parking areas at numerous locations near transit lines and in urban centers. All cars are
connected to an intelligent wireless network that knows the vehicle's exact location and intended
driver. Reservations are made over the Internet, automatically matching the driver to the nearest car.
Cars can be rented by the hour or the day. Members carry "Zipcards," which allow them to access the
cars they have reserved—from family vans to small hybrids—depending on changing needs. Highlights:

Contact Information
Zipcar

Studies show that each Zipcar replaces 7-10 privately-owned vehicles, and 40% of members decide
not purchase a car or sell their car
Individual car usage is reduced by as much as 50%
Members report that their savings often exceed $5,000 per year
Zipcars are fuel efficient and have stringent pollution controls

25 First Street, 4th Floor
Cambridge, MA 02141
(617) 995-4222
info@zipcar.com
www.zipcar.com

Vist the site »
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GoLoco Ride Sharing

Transportation -- Boston Metro

Where carpooling meets networking
Innovation
E-carpooling makes carpooling easy and fun
Description
GoLoco, a new online ride-share community takes car pooling to a new level. Created by Robin Chase-the founder of Zipcar--GoLoco not only allows members to arrange rides quickly between friends,
neighbors, colleagues, and third parties but seamlessly facilitates online payments from passengers to
drivers. Online transactions make all transfers efficient and effortless, and help ensure that no financial
transactions take place inside the car itself. In addition, GoLoco's in-depth profiles of prospective
drivers and passengers improve rideshare security by allowing qualified members to review a fellow

Contact Information
support@goloco.org
www.goloco.org

riders' personal information. Presented as a community, rather than a product, GoLoco also
encourages social networking between like-minded carpoolers looking for convenience, friendship,
networking, and a chance to reduce their carbon footprint.
Vist the site »
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Scuderi Engine - "Air Hybrid"
Scuderi group

Transportation -- Boston Metro

Innovation
'Air hybrid' engine promises efficiency at a lower cost
Description
New England isn't known as a center of automotive breakthroughs, but a new development suggests that's
about to change. The locally designed Scuderi Engine has the potential to significantly improve the
efficiency of combustion engines. The split-cycle engine uses air compressed in one cylinder to improve the
efficiency and cleanliness of the combustion reaction in another cylinder. The result is an engine capable of
greater efficiency, reduced emissions, and better performance than traditional combustion engines.
Efficiency is expected to meet or exceed that achieved by hybrids, but at a much lower cost. The Scuderi
Group is currently collaborating with engine manufacturers from around the world and expects to see the
first vehicle installations on the market by 2012.
The air hybrid design includes a compressed air tank which acts as an energy storage device capable of
capturing the energy from braking and cruising for later use.
Projections include 10 to 50 percent improved efficiencies over conventional engines in various
configurations and loads.
The Scuderi Engine can be used in tandem with the electric hybrid systems.
Vist the site »

Contact Information
Scuderi Group Corporate HQ
1111 Elm Street - Suite 33
West Springfield, MA 01089, USA
(P) 413.439.0343
www.scuderigroup.com
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National/International Innovations
Greenbird - Wind Powered Vehicle

Transportation -- National/International

Gone with the wind
Innovation
Wind powered vehicle smashes record by traveling up to five times faster than the wind
Description
The future of vehicle design is always influenced by extreme prototypes that push the boundaries either of speed, efficiency, power, or endurance. Recently, just such a prototype set a new precedent
for what is possible with wind powered vehicles and in doing so is helping to advance transportation
technology. Dubbed "Greenbird", this high-tech marvel is two vehicles in one: a land craft and an ice
craft, powered only by the wind. Its breakthrough design allows it to travel up to 5 times the real wind
speed in ideal conditions. In March of 2009, the craft set a new world land speed record for wind

Contact Information
press@greenbird.co.uk
http://www.greenbird.co.uk/

powered vehicles, reaching 126.1 mph. The design is elegant, sophisticated, and futuristic, yet still
based on familiar aeronautical and sailing principles. It uses solid sails, much like an aircraft wing.
The project is a partnership between Ecotricity (UK’s first and largest independent green electricity
company) and engineer Richard Jenkins (founder of the Windjet Project).

http://www.greenbird.co.uk/

The project's aim is to break both the land and ice world speed records and the team hopes to both
better that new record and continue to work toward breaking the ice record in Winter 2009/10.
Vist the site »
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Bixi System - Digital Age Bike Sharing

Transportation -- National/International

Digital age bike sharing
Innovation
Bike sharing management that deters theft, accommodates credit card payment, and wirelessly keeps
inventory
Description
Automated public bike systems have been implemented in several cities, but BIXI has taken it one step
further. BIXI has designed a system with features like bike docking and automated pay stations that
can be easily integrated into any city. The bike docks are modular for easy relocation, and the solarpowered pay stations accept credit cards or BIXI cards and wirelessly relay the number of bikes present
while recording bike usage. The bikes are even specially equipped with front and tail lights, chain
covers to improve integrity and protect riders' pant legs, and adjustable seats to fit a wide range of
riders.
Vist the site »

Contact Information
PUBLIC BIKE SYSTEM COMPANY
2113, 32e Avenue
Lachine, QUEBEC H8T 3J1
(514) 789-BIXI(2494)
Toll Free: 1 877 820 2453
EMAIL: info@publicbikesystem.com
www.publicbikesystem.com
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Green Flight International - Aviation with Biofuels

Transportation -- National/International

Freedom fries!
Innovation
Transcontinental flight powered by biofuel
Description
Algae can take us from coast to coast with the new introduction of biofuels derived from algae into
planes. Green Flight International is a research and development firm committed to making
economically viable biofuels derived from algae a reality. The company took a hands-on approach to
biofuels promotion by pioneering its introduction to aviation. President and CEO Douglas Rodante and
Chief Pilot Carol Sugars became the first flight crew to successfully fly a transcontinental flight (11
hours, 13 minutes from Reno, NV to Leesburg, FL) in a jet powered predominantly by environmentallyfriendly biofuel on November 1, 2008.
Vist the site »

